Line requirements:

Cheek block
(P&S)

2 x (13'-7' plus two eye splices) 29' - Shackle/hook at either end
2 x (15'-8" plus two eye splices)33' - Shackle/hook at one end; shackle/block at other
1 x (42' plus eye splices) 44' - Shackle and block at both ends
1 x (15' plus tail plus eye splice)20' - Shackle and block at one end

16 .5 0 °

13 2 "

Line thru cheek blocks goes
to lines on both sides of
boom.
Control line on front of mast
is attached to block which
rides on the line described
above. This arrangement
ensures equal tension on
both sides of boom.
Swivel block

126' - 5/16"
The length of the bottom two lines listed can
also be such that the setup could be slacked
to the point that the lines from the side of the
boom could be hooked under the reefing
hooks at the gooseneck, to keep them out of the
way, as an alternative to disconnecting them
from the boom. That alternative sets the max
length needed for the upper line.
Fitting requirements:

253"

Straight block
(P&S)

6 - Wichard 9412 reefing eye
6 - Wichard 2480 snap hooks
62"
2 - Harken XXX big bullet cheek blocks (mast)
1 - Harken XXX big bullet single swivel blocks
4 - Harken XXX big bullet single blocks-equalizer block on front of mast
11 - Schaefer XXX stamped D shackles-fasten blocks and hooks to eye splices
1 - Schaefer XXX 5" cleat on mast
Straight block
The ellipse traces the path of
(P&S)
the block on the end of the
intermediate line

12 6 "
12 1"

9 1"

Control line:
11' + eye splice - 5/16" rope

72"

50"

42"

42"

50.62°

PERELANDRA
Lazy jack dimensions

77.42°
89.98°

Hook & eye
(P&S)

Hook & eye
(P&S)

Hook & Eye
(P&S)
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